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Abstract
Fig. 1: Concept of a DAM modulator using an FSS

A directly modulating antenna incorporating a reconfigurable
Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) for arbitrary phase modulation is designed and simulated. A 4-layer FSS is used to
minimise constellation distortion, with only 1.5dB variation in
transmitted magnitude for 360o phase change. Low loss substrates and Barium Strontium Titante (BST) variable capacitors
are simulated to reduce the antenna loss to 1.3dB in the filter
pass band and achieve an average total efficiency of 65% when
producing an 8-PSK constellation.
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Introduction

Modern communications systems make use of complex digital
modulation schemes, producing waveforms which are broadband and often have significant peak to average power ratios
(PAPRs). In conventional transmitters, this places a requirement on the power amplifier (PA) to be linear across the input
power and frequency ranges in order to avoid distorting the signal [1]. This often results in the PA being operated at back-off
from its saturation point, reducing the power efficiency significantly. Recently, considerable effort has been made to improve
efficiency and reduce distortion, including PA designs such as
the Doherty amplifier [2], and predistortion of the signal [3],
both of which add complexity to the transmitter.

Fig. 2: Polar plot of transmitted signal of LC bandpass filters
of different orders with changing capacitance
This paper further develops the work of [7], presenting an
DAM for QPSK, continuous phase and polyphase signals [8].
The design uses low-loss materials and devices to improve the
antenna efficiency, and a 4-layer FSS for an improved modulation performance. The antenna design and its performance as
an antenna and a modulator are discussed.

A recent approach to the problem is Direct Antenna Modulation (DAM), where an amplified carrier wave is modulated at
the antenna. This means only the carrier wave is amplified,
rather than the broadband modulated waveform, allowing the
PA to operate in its efficient non-linear region without adding
distortion. Several approaches have been taken, including integrating active components into the antenna to produce simple
modulation schemes [4], or surrounding the antenna by passive
switched reflectors to produce directional complex modulation
[5]. We recently, [6], proposed an antenna loaded with a threelayer reconfigurable Frequency Selective Surface (FSS), using
varactor diodes to vary the FSS centre frequency, and hence the
transmitted phase from the antenna (Fig. 1). Its performance
as a modulator is evaluated in an end-to-end Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (QPSK) communications system in [7].
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Frequency Selective Surface design

The reconfigurable FSS for a PSK modulating antenna should
be broadband, such that there is little change in transmitted
magnitude across 360◦ of change in transmitted phase. To
achieve this, multiple layers of FSS are required. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the magnitude and phase transmitted through different numbers of layers of LC bandpass
FSS are shown with changing capacitance at a fixed frequency.
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Fig. 3: FSS unit cell design
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Fig. 5: (a) Side-on view of final antenna design, (b) Front-on
view of antenna design, (c) Reverse of each FSS layer
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FSS to produce modulation. STPTIC-27G2 variable capacitors, which are based on a Barium Strontium Titanate material, were chosen for their high Q-factor at the frequency of
interest and good linearity [10]. The capacitors were simulated as lumped elements with a tuning range of 0.6 to 3pF
and an Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) of 0.6Ω. However,
only the lower half of the capacitance range is explored, as
increasing C increases the current through the variable capacitor, leading to higher resistive losses in the component. This
is marginally offset by a lower ESR for a similar Q-factor at
larger capacitances, but losses through the surfaces were found
to still increase. The simulation shows between 1.1dB and
0.3dB minimum transmission loss at various capacitances (Fig.
4).

2.5

Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 4: Reflection and transmission coefficients of FSS design
in free space

The 4 layer design was selected as it provides a maximum of
less than 1dB variation around the whole constellation, and in
a real system there is a trade-off with loss increasing linearly
with the number of layers.
A square-loop aperture design for the FSS was chosen for its
stability with angle of incidence, its relatively broadband frequency response and its ease of implementation. The unit cell
geometry was designed using the square-loop design equations
in [9] and Babinet’s principle. In order for the FSS to resonate
at 1.8GHz when variable capacitors are integrated, the geometry was designed for 3.4GHz. The design in Fig. 3, produces
an equivalent inductance and capacitance of 24pH and 93pF,
respectively.
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DAM Antenna design

To ensure all fields pass through all layers of the FSS and to
limit the antenna form factor, the FSS was integrated into a
cavity-backed antenna with a monopole feed (Fig. 5a). This
increases the centre frequency of the FSS by 350MHz compared with the FSS in free space. Each layer consists of a
5 × 5 grid of unit cells (Fig. 5b), allowing the cavity to be
large enough to propagate fields at 1.8GHz while restricting
higher order modes. As the FSS is no longer in free space,
a layer spacing of λ0 /4 = 41.7mm will not produce an optimum filter response at the operating frequency. However, as
the cavity is not an infinite length waveguide, the theoretically

The design was validated in CST Microwave Studio, using
Floquet boundaries in free space to simulate four infinite
FSS spaced by λ0 /4. The unit cell geometry was simulated
as PEC, and each layer had a 1.6mm TLY5 fibreglass substrate, chosen for its low loss tangent at microwave frequencies (ǫr 2.2, tanδ = 0.0009). Variable capacitors were integrated across the gaps in the unit cell to allow tuning of the
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Fig. 7: Total simulated efficiency of antenna with varying capacitance
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The total efficiency of the antenna is simulated as varying between 54.5% and 73% in the filter pass region, with a mean
of 65% (Fig. 7). Losses occur in the substrate and the parasitic resistance of the variable capacitors. However, at 0.98pF,
there is a decrease in antenna efficiency but an increase in the
magnitude of the signal received at boresight. This is due to
an increase in peak directivity at this point. As such, the constellation in directions other than boresight must be considered
when selecting constellation patterns, as reflected non-Lineof-Sight (LoS) paths with a distorted constellation may interfere in a less determinate way with a boresight constellation
at a receiver. Fig. 8 shows an 8-PSK constellation at various observation angles within the maximum 3dB beamwidth,
80◦ , in both E- and H-planes, where each complete constellation is normalised. The constellation is completely stable in
the H-plane, and the different points have only 14% variation
in absolute amplitude. In the E-plane, there is more variation,
with up to 26% difference in amplitude and 11◦ in phase at a
viewing angle of 40◦ . However, this constellation is transmitted with 3dB less power than the boresight constellation, so
any interference from reflected impaired constellations should
be small.
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Fig. 6: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase variation of E-field at
boresight in the farfield with varying capacitance
derived guide quarter-wavelength, λg /4 = 76mm, also does
not produce an optimal filter. Simulation in CST found that
a spacing of λs /4 = 57mm gives an optimally flat filter response at 1.8GHz. The capacitors are modelled as before, and
are placed in alignment with the antenna E-field to minimise
the number of components required. 1mm wide bias lines are
modelled on the reverse of the FSS substrate, and are mostly
orthogonal to the cavity E-field, with the two vertical lines toward the edges of the antenna to minimise their effect on the
transmitted signal, as shown in Fig. 5c.
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Conclusion

A directly phase modulating antenna incorporating a reconfigurable FSS has been designed and simulated. The design is
simulated as able to produce an 8-PSK constellation with only
14% variation in constellation magnitude. The antenna loss
is 1.3dB in the filter pass band and achieves an average total
efficiency of 65% across an 8-PSK constellation.

Antenna performance

The full antenna was simulated in CST Microwave Studio.
Fig.6 shows the boresight normalised farfield magnitude and
phase received at 1.8GHz with changing capacitance. It shows
a nearly flat magnitude response between 0.97 and 1.39pF,
with a highly linear phase change in this region. Between 0.97
and 1.38pF, there is 360◦ of phase change for only 1.5dB variation in magnitude, giving the maximum difference in magnitude between two arbitrary PSK constellation points.
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Fig. 8: Simulated 8-PSK constellation from antenna at various observation angles in (a) E-plane (b) H-plane
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